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“[Smith] explores Shakespeare’s texts with both 
a trust and openness that results in some of the 

most theatrically stimulating Shakespearean 
experiences I’ve known.”

-- Eric Minton, Shakespeareances.com



“Theatre that forces you to work 
  your mind at multiple levels.”
-- BroadwayWorld



Biography

Charlene V. Smith is director, actor, scholar,  
and feminist arts leader.

She has an MLitt and an MFA in Shakespeare and Performance 
from Mary Baldwin College in partnership with the American 
Shakespeare Center. She is the head editor of Rogue 
Shakespeare: Stagecraft and Scholarship in an Ensemble-Based 
MFA Company and has essays in The Palgrave Handbook of 
Shakespeare’s Queens and Arden Shakespeare’s The Changeling: 
The State of Play.

Charlene’s directing credits include the four plays of the Henriad 
in repertory, The Changeling, Coriolanus, ’Tis Pity She’s a Whore, 
Richard II, Antony and Cleopatra, The Spanish Tragedy, Richard 
III, The Two Noble Kinsmen, and the first professional modern 
production of Middleton and Dekker’s The Bloody Banquet.

Her work marries intense textual scholarship with Viewpoints 
and Chekhov-inspired movement work, resulting in staging that 
is elegant even in its moments of violence, pain, and death. She 
directs from a feminist perspective, investigating the misogyny 
inherent in early modern texts and highlighting female narratives.

Charlene co-founded Brave Spirits Theatre in 2011 and served 
as Artistic Director from 2014-2022. Under her leadership, BST 
produced two original works inspired by classic texts and five 
early modern plays never fully staged in the DC metropolitan 
region before. The company’s closing due to the coronavirus 
pandemic, in the midst of the Shakespeare’s Histories project, 
was covered in the New York Times.



Antony and Cleopatra

“Brave Spirits Theatre has crafted an inspiring, amazing production. It is insightful and entertaining, not just for fans of
Shakespeare but for anybody who wants to see powerful human emotions, lifelike and larger-than-life.”
-- Theater Bloom



“Brave New Spirits’ staging of The Changeling is a compassionate approach to theater, with a reparative update to an 
epilogue that was overdue for it. It is also a reminder of the potential for storytelling to suggest ways forward for  
reckoning with the crimes and hypocrisies of the past and of our own era.”
-- Electric Eel

The Changeling



“Director Charlene V. Smith (Brave Spirits’ artistic director) nicely hones the comedy in a subplot about a ninny named 
Bergetto (Kennedy), who in this production is seen sucking on a series of lollipops. The drollery serves to emphasize the 
intensity of the broader play.”
-- The Washington Post

’Tis Pity She’s a Whore



The Henriad

“Smith has assembled a cast that is assured in its understanding of Shakespeare’s language; more importantly, she 
has nurtured some of the most creative, nuanced readings of the Bard’s famous speeches I have ever heard.”
-- Broadway World



“A vivid, lurid, and thoroughly unforgettable production of an all-too-forgotten play ... Both the play and the company 
deserve much wider renown.”
-- Shakespeare Bulletin

The Bloody Banquet



The Two Noble Kinsmen

“Director Charlene V. Smith sensitively charges Kinsmen with gender insight into the play’s men and women alike 
… Smith is especially strong with the women ... [The Jailer’s Daughter’s] story flies forward, barreling towards its 
inevitable conclusion, and you never doubt for a second the complex arc of emotions played out by [Jenna] Berk, or the 
confidence with which Smith uses the storyline thematically.”
-- DC Theatre Scene



Coriolanus

“Director Charlene V. Smith gives Coriolanus a powerful impact using immersive theatre techniques ... This reviewer 
has seen a half-dozen productions of Coriolanus, but the Brave Spirits Theatre rendition is the most enthralling of the 
bunch.  Even if you have seen the play before, you haven’t seen Coriolanus in its full, dark glory unless you see this 
production.”
-- DC Theatre Scene



The Henriad

“The production benefits greatly from Charlene Smith’s intelligent, inventive direction as well as strong performances 
…  As much as one may claim that the text is all, it certainly helps to have clever staging and a firm directorial vision; 
to make a potentially funereal script sparkle with life is a remarkable achievement.”
-- DC Theatre Scene
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